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        Maseches Nedarim, Daf  יא – Daf  יז 

 

Daf In Review is being sent l’zecher nishmas R’ Avrohom Abba ben R’ Dov HaKohen, A”H  
vl’zecher nishmas Habachur Yechezkel Shraga A”H ben R’ Avrohom Yehuda 

 

---------------------------------------Daf 11---יא--------------------------------------- 
MISHNA 

• If someone says “la’chullin (not chullin) that what I eat of yours”, or he says “not kosher”, “not fit”, “not tahor”, 
“tamei”, “nossar”, “piggul”, it is assur for him to eat from the other person’s food (his statements say to give the 
food the status of a korbon to him, and it is therefore assur). 

• If someone says that another’s items should be “like a lamb (a korboon)”, “like the animal pen (presumably of 
hekdesh)”, “like wood (presumably of the Mizbe’ach)”, “like the fires”, “like the Mizbe’ach”, “like the Heichal”, 
“like Yerushalayim”, or by making reference to one of the keilim of the Mizbe’ach, even if he doesn’t explicitly 
make mention of a korbon, these terms create a neder via reference to a korbon.  

o R’ Yehuda says, if one says an item should be Yerushalayim (he doesn’t say “like”), he has said nothing. 
GEMARA 

• Q: The Gemara explains, the word “la’chullin” means “not chullin”, meaning that the person is saying that the 
items should be assur to him like a korbon (from his negative statement we infer his positive intent). Presumably 
the Mishna cannot follow the view of R’ Meir, because he says that we don’t infer a negative from positive or 
visa-versa. We see this from a Mishna where he says that a condition must be double sided (e.g. if “a” then “b”, 
and if not “a” then not “b”) to be a valid condition, and we don’t infer one from the other. We must therefore 
say that our Mishna follows R’ Yehuda (who says that the condition does not need to be doubled). However, the 
end of the Mishna states the opinion of R’ Yehuda, which would mean that beginning of the Mishna is not!? A: 
The entire Mishna follows the view of R’ Yehuda. The end of the Mishna should be read as saying, that if one 
says an item should be Yerushalayim it is not a neder, because R’ Yehuda says that one who leaves out the “like” 
has said nothing at all.  

o Q: A Braisa says that R’ Yehuda says that even saying “like Yerushalayim” does not create a neder until 
someone says “it should be like something that is offered in Yerushalayim”!? A: There are 2 Tanna’im 
who argue as to what the view of R’ Yehuda is when a person says “it should be like Yerushalayim”. 

• A Braisa says, if a person says “chullin, or ha’chullin (the chullin), or ka’chullin (like chullin) that which I eat of 
yours” or “that which I don’t eat of yours”, no neder is created and all remains mutar (although the inference 
can be made that “what I eat of yours should not be chullin”). However, if he says “la’chullin that which I eat of 
yours” it is a neder and he is assur to eat from it. If he says “la’chullin that which I do not eat of yours”, no neder 
is created and he is mutar.  

o Q: The first part of the Braisa must follow R’ Meir who says that we do not make an inference from a 
person’s statement. However, the later part of the Braisa says, if he says “la’chullin that which I do not 
eat of yours”, no neder is created and he is mutar. Now, R’ Meir says in a Mishna, if a person says 
“la’korbon I will not eat of yours”, he has created a neder and is assur. The explanation of that shita 
cannot be based on an inference from what the person says, because R’ Meir says we don’t make an 
inference. R’ Abba therefore explains, that we treat the statement as if he said “your items should be a 
korbon and therefore I will not eat from them”. If so, in the Braisa as well, according to R’ Meir we 
should understand the statement as saying “it is not chullin (i.e. it is a korbon) and therefore I will not 
eat from it”!? Why does the Braisa say that in this case he would be mutar!? A: The Tanna of this Braisa 
holds like R’ Meir in one regard (that we don’t make an inferences) and he argues with him an another 
regard (regarding how to interpret the statement of “la’korbon that which I don’t eat of yours”). A2: R’ 
Ashi said, the beginning of the Braisa is discussing where the person said “li’chullin (as chullin) should be 
that which I don’t eat from you”. In that case R’ Meir says there is no neder, because a neder can only 
be created if we infer that what he does eat should be a korbon. The case where R’ Meir would agree 
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that a neder is created is where the person says “la’chullin” (not chullin), which means he is saying the 
food should be not chullin, but rather a korbon. 

TAHOR V’TAMEI NOSSAR U’PIGGUL ASSUR 

• Q: Rami bar Chama asked, if someone says that an item should be to him like the meat of a shelamim after the 
blood has been offered (in which case the meat may be eaten), does the item become assur? 

o Q: If he stated this explicitly why would it become assur? A: The case is where there is a piece of 
shelamim meat whose blood was offered, lying there, and the person says, “let this item be like that 
meat”. In that case, do we say he meant it to be like the essential state of a shelamim which is assur, or 
did he mean to compare it to the meat as is, in which case it is mutar? 

o A: Rava said, our Mishna says that if someone says an item should have the status of nossar, it is an 
effective neder. Now, a neder through comparison is only created when the comparison is made to 
something which itself is assur through a neder. The issur of nossar is not created through a neder. 
Therefore, the Mishna must hold that reference to nossar is a reference to the korbon before the 
offering of the blood, at which time it was assur through a neder. We see that the comparison to the 
meat must refer to the time before the offering of the blood. 

▪ R’ Huna the son of R’ Nosson said, it may be that the Mishna is referring to the nossar of an 
Olah, which never became mutar to eat, and as such has been assur from a neder the entire 
time.  

• Q: Rava said, if that is correct, the Mishna should have said that the comparison was 
made to the meat of an Olah!? Why the need to even mention nossar at all? A: R’ Huna 
the son of R’ Nosson said, the Mishna is teaching that even though he compares it to 
nossar, and one might think that it should not create a neder, because the issur of 
nossar was not created through a neder, it is still assur, because the comparison is made 
to the korbon before it becomes assur as nossar, at which time it was assur as the 
subject of a neder.  

 

---------------------------------------Daf  12---יב--------------------------------------- 

• Rami bar Chama had asked a question whether when one says that an item should be like meat of a Shelamim 
whose blood was already offered (and is therefore mutar to be eaten at that point) does the item become assur 
because he has in mind the meat before the blood was offered, or is it mutar, because he has in mind the meat 
after the blood was offered. The Gemara says, we can answer this based on a Braisa. The Braisa says, the proper 
way for a neder to take effect through comparison to another item is as follows: if a person says that he will not 
eat meat or drink wine like the day that his father or his rebbi died, or like the day that Gedalya ben Achikam 
was killed, or like the day on which he saw Yerushalayim in its destruction. Shmuel explained, that this is true 
only if he had made a neder on those particular days not to eat meat and drink wine. Now, presumably the case 
here is where he is standing on his father’s yartzeit and says that today should be assur like on the day his father 
died. The neder through association takes effect even though there have been many yartzeits since the death on 
which he did eat meat and drink wine. Still the comparison makes it assur as a neder. We see that people have 
in mind the initial state, and not the later mutar state! 

o The Gemara says, it may be Shmuel meant that the neder takes effect only if he had previously made a 
neder that he will not eat meat or drink wine on every yartzeit. It is only in that case that the neder 
through comparison will take effect.  

• Ravina said, a Mishna says, if someone says that items should be to him like “the challos of Aharon” or like “the 
terumah of Aharon”, it does not make the items assur through a neder (because challah and terumah are not 
themselves assur through a neder). This suggests that if someone says items should be to him like the terumah 
of the challos of a Todah, the items would become assur through that comparison. Now, typically these challos 
of a Todah come about after the offering of the blood (they are first separated after the blood is offered), at 
which time they are mutar to eat. Still, we are taught that a comparison to them makes the item assur through a 
neder. This means that the person making the comparison has in mind the challos before the blood is offered. 
This should answer the question of Rami bar Chama. 
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o The Gemara says, we should understand the implication of the Mishna as saying that if a person 
compares an item to the “terumas halishka” the item becomes assur with a neder. However, 
comparison to the challos of a Todah would not create a neder, and this is included in the terms of 
terumah and challah of Aharon stated in the first part of the Mishna.  

o We can also say that comparison to the challos of the Todah make a neder because it is possible for the 
separation of the challos to the Kohen to take place before the blood of the Todah is offered as well (it 
can be separated while still dough). We find that this is permitted to do.  

• Q: Maybe we can say that the subject of Rami bar Chama’s question is actually a matter of machlokes between 
Tanna’im. A Braisa says, if someone says that an item should be assur to him like a bechor, R’ Yaakov says the 
item becomes assur through a neder and R’ Yehuda says it remains mutar. It would seem that the case is where 
there is a piece of bechor meat lying there and the person says that the item should be to him like that piece of 
bechor meat (which is mutar to be eaten at that point in time). If so, the machlokes would seem to be whether 
we say the person had in mind to compare to the bechor meat in its mutar state or in its initial assur state!? A: It 
may be that all agree that the person has in mind the bechor before the offering of the blood (when the meat is 
assur). The machlokes may be whether comparing something to a bechor (which itself is not assur though a 
neder) can make something else assur through a neder. R’ Yehuda would darshen the pasuk to teach that since 
it itself is not assur via a neder it cannot serve as the basis to make something else assur through a neder. R’ 
Yaakov darshens an extra word in the pasuk to teach that although a bechor is not assur via a neder, it may still 
serve as the basis of a neder through comparison.  

o R’ Yehuda would use the extra word to teach that a chatas and an asham can serve as the basis of a 
neder though comparison. The reason he rather darshen the pasuk in this way (as opposed to bechor) is 
because a chatas and asham only become kadosh through making a neder on the animals, whereas a 
bechor becomes kadosh as it leaves the womb. 

 

---------------------------------------Daf 13---יג--------------------------------------- 
K’IMRA KADIRIM 

• A Braisa says, if one says “a lamb”, “to a lamb”, or “like a lamb”, or says any of these combinations with regard 
to other things listed in the Mishna (the animal pen, the wood, the fire, the Mizbe’ach, the Heichal, or 
Yerushalayim), if he says these things should apply to that which he will eat from his friend, it becomes assur for 
him to eat his friend’s food. If he says these thing should apply to that which he will not eat from his friend, he 
remains mutar to eat from his friend’s food.  

o Q: The Braisa that says there is no difference between saying “a, to, or like” follows R’ Meir. However, R’ 
Meir says in a Mishna, if a person says “la’korbon I will not eat of yours”, he has created a neder and is 
assur. The explanation of that shita cannot be based on an inference from what the person says, 
because R’ Meir says we don’t make an inference. R’ Abba therefore explains, that we treat the 
statement as if he said “your items should be a korbon and therefore I will not eat from them”. If so, in 
the Braisa as well, according to R’ Meir we should say in the last case that he becomes assur!? A: The 
Braisa is discussing where the person said “la’imra (not a lamb) should be that which I don’t eat from 
you”. The other interpretation would be a case where the person says “li’imra” (to a lamb). 

 
MISHNA 

• If someone says – korbon, olah, mincha chatas, todah, or shelamim – that which I eat from you, he becomes 
assur to eat from the person. R’ Yehuda says he remains mutar (because he did not say “like”). 

• If someone says “the korbon”, “like a korbon”, or “korbon” that which I eat from you, he becomes assur to eat 
the person’s food.  

• If someone says “La’korbon I will not eat from you”, R’ Meir says he becomes assur.  
 
GEMARA 
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• The Mishna, which doesn’t make a difference between “the, like or plain korbon” must follow R’ Meir. However, 
we find that the Chachomim (which is R’ Meir) agree with R’ Yehuda that if one says “ha korbon” (the korbon) 
that which I eat from you, he remains mutar, and yet in our Mishna it says that it is assur!? A: The Gemara says, 
it depends if he says “hakorbon” in one word or “ha korbon” in 2 words. In the first case it creates a neder. In 
the second case it is as if he is making a neder by the life of the animal, which does not create a neder.  

• Q: How does R’ Meir say that he is assur in the last case of the Mishna? It cannot be based on an inference from 
what the person says, because R’ Meir says we don’t make an inference!? A: R’ Abba therefore explains, that we 
treat the statement as if he said “your items should be a korbon and therefore I will not eat from them”. 

 
MISHNA 

• If a person says “konam my mouth speaking with you” or “konam my hands working with you” or “konam my 
feet walking with you”, he becomes assur to do these things through his neder. 

 
GEMARA 

• Q: We have learned in a Braisa that a neder cannot take effect on things that have no substance, so how can a 
neder take effect on speaking, working, and walking? A: R’ Yehuda said, the case is where the person makes his 
mouth, his hands, and his feet assur to do those things. Therefore there is something of substance for the neder 
to take effect on. This can be seen from the Mishna’s wording as well, because it says “konam my mouth from 
speaking with you”, etc. 

 
HADRAN ALACH PEREK KOL KINUYEI!!! 

 

---------------------------------------Daf 14---יד--------------------------------------- 
PEREK V’EILU MUTARIN -- PEREK SHEINI 

 
MISHNA 

• The following statements would not create a neder. If someone says – chullin that which I eat from you, like a 
pig, like avodah zarah, like animal skins with holes around the heart, like neveilos and treifos, like shekatzim and 
remasim, like the challos of Aharon, like the terumah of Aharon – in all these cases there is no neder.  

• If a person tells his wife – you are to me like my mother, he must have the neder annulled based on a reason 
“from elsewhere” so that he not treat such matters lightly. 

 
GEMARA 

• Q: The Mishna seems to say that there is no neder in the first case because he says “chullin”. This suggests that 
if he would say “la’chullin” he would be assur. This can’t follow R’ Meir, because he says we don’t make an 
inference from a person’s words like this. It must follow R’ Yehuda. However, we had a Mishna earlier that 
already said this, so why is it repeated here again? A: Since the Mishna wants to list the other items it listed, it 
mentions chullin again as well. A2: Ravina said, the Mishna should be understood as saying: the following 
phrases would create no neder as if he said it should be chullin – like a pig, like avodah zarah…. 

o Q: Does Ravina mean to say that if the Mishna would not have said “chullin” we would think that these 
other phrases create a neder that needs to be annulled? From the fact that the end of the Mishna says 
that the case with the neder on the wife needs to be annulled, this suggests that in the beginning of the 
Mishna the phrases do not need to be annulled!? A: We must use the first answer, and not that of 
Ravina.  

• Q: How do we know that a neder through comparison is only effective when the item being compared to is itself 
assur via a neder? A: We learn it from the double verbiage in the pasuk of “ish ki yidor neder LaShem”. 

o Q: Maybe we should say that the double verbiage of “lessor issur” in that same pasuk should teach that 
comparison to an item that is assur without a neder can also be the basis of a neder? A: Those words are 
used for a different drasha and are therefore not available for this.  

HA’OMER L’ISHTO HAREI AHT ALAI K’IMA… 
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• Q: A Braisa says that if someone tells his wife that she is to him like her mother, it does not create an effective 
neder at all!? A: Abaye explained, D’Oraisa there is no neder (like the Braisa says), however there is a neder 
D’Rabanan that is created. A2: Rava said, the Mishna is discussing an ahm haaretz who made the statement. We 
treat it is as neder, because he may make a real neder and not realize the difference. The Braisa is discussing a 
talmid chochom who made the neder, and we therefore are not goizer. We find a Braisa that makes this 
differentiation as well. 

o A Braisa says, if someone makes a neder “by the Torah”, it does not create an effective neder. If he 
makes a neder “by what is written in the Torah”, it is an effective neder. If he makes a neder “by the 
Torah and by what is written in it”, it is an effective neder.  

▪ Q: If it is a neder when he says “by what is written in the Torah”, why does the Braisa even need 
to say that when he says “by the Torah and by what is written in it” it is also an effective neder? 
A: R’ Nachman said, the Braisa means, if the Torah is lying there and he just says “by what is 
written in it” he would be referring to the parchment, and no neder would be created. If it is 
lying there and he says “by the Torah and what is written in it”, even then it is a neder. 
However, if he is holding the Torah, then even if he just says “by what is written in it” it is an 
effective neder. A2: The entire Braisa is referring to where the Torah is lying down, and the 
Braisa’s last ruling is actually not necessary after its earlier ruling, but we find that a Tanna 
teaches things in that fashion (zu v’ein tzarich lomar zu). A3: The Braisa is discussing where he 
holds the Torah in his hand, and teaches that when he does so and says “by the Torah”, it is as if 
he says “by what is written in the Torah” and it is therefore an effective neder. 

 

---------------------------------------Daf 15---טו--------------------------------------- 
MISHNA 

• If someone says “konam my sleeping”, “konam my speaking”, “konam my walking”, or if someone says to his 
wife “konam my having tashmish with you”, in all these cases he is subject to the lav of “lo yacheil devaro” (i.e. it 
is an effective neder).  

 
GEMARA 

• If someone says, konam my eyes from sleeping today if I sleep tomorrow – R’ Yehuda in the name of Rav says 
he may not sleep today, because we are afraid that he may sleep tomorrow. R’ Nachman says he may sleep 
today and we are not concerned for tomorrow. R’ Yehuda would agree that if he says konam my eyes from 
sleeping tomorrow if I sleep today, that he may sleep today, because the neder is on tomorrow, and we are not 
concerned that one will not keep to his neder, we are only concerned that one will not keep the condition. 

o Q: Our Mishna says, if someone says “konam my sleeping” it is an effective neder and he is subject to 
the lav of lo yacheil. Now, this can’t be referring to where he makes a neder on the sleeping, because a 
neder is only effective on something of substance. It can’t be referring to where he just says konam on 
my eyes from sleep, without giving any time limit, because we have learned that in such a case R’ 
Yochanan says we would give him malkus immediately and then allow him to sleep. It can’t be that the 
case is where he makes a neder not to sleep tomorrow if he sleeps today, because since today is the 
“condition day” and not the “issur day”, we have said that we would allow him to sleep today. Rather, 
the case must be where he makes a neder not to sleep today if he sleeps tomorrow, and the Mishna is 
teaching that if he sleeps today and then sleeps tomorrow he would be subject to lo yacheil. This 
suggests that he would be allowed to sleep today (as long as he doesn’t sleep tomorrow) and refutes R’ 
Yehuda who says that we would not allow him to sleep today!? A: The Mishna is saying that if he does 
sleep today (although we would not allow him to do so) he can be subject to the lav if he then also 
sleeps tomorrow. However, we would not allow him to sleep today. A2: Ravina says that the Mishna is 
talking about where he promises not to sleep. Although it is a matter of no substance, the neder is 
effective D’Rabanan, and that is what the Mishna means that he is subject to the lav of lo yacheil. We in 
fact find a Braisa where the pasuk of lo yacheil is said to be referring to a neder D’Rabanan. 
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o Q: A Mishna says, if a husband tells his wife, konam that you can’t benefit from me until Pesach if you go 
to your father’s house before Succos, as long as she doesn’t go to her father’s house before Pesach she 
may benefit from her husband. We see that we allow benefit even though there is the possibility that 
she will go to her father’s house during the period of the condition (until Succos). This refutes R’ Yehuda 
who says that we would not allow that!? A: R’ Abba said, the Mishna means, if she went to her father’s 
house before Pesach she would be assur to benefit and get malkus if she does benefit. However, if she 
didn’t go to her father’s house before Pesach she is still assur to benefit.  

▪ Q: The Mishna continues and says that if she ends up going to her father’s house after Pesach, 
she is subject to the lav of lo yacheil. This clearly must refer to a case where she had benefit 
from her husband before Pesach (which is the period of issur under the neder), because if she 
did not have benefit she would not be subject to lo yacheil! This refutes R’ Yehuda who would 
say that we would not allow her to have benefit!? A: The Mishna means to say that if she had 
benefit she would be subject to lo yacheil. The Mishna does not mean that we would allow her 
to have benefit.  

o Q: The Mishna continues and says, if he made a neder that she cannot benefit from him until Succos if 
she goes to her father’s house before Pesach, the Halacha is, that if she went to her father’s house 
before Pesach she is assur to benefit from him until Succos, however she may go to her father’s house 
after Pesach. This suggests that if she didn’t go to her father’s house she may benefit from him, even 
before Pesach. This refutes R’ Yehuda’s view!? A: Rava said, even if she didn’t go before Pesach she 
would be assur to benefit from him before Pesach because of the chance that she may still go before 
Pesach. The Mishna means to say that if she went and then benefitted, she would even be subject to 
malkus.  

o Q: A Braisa says, if someone says “this bread should be assur to me today if I go to a certain place 
tomorrow”, and then he ate the bread, he may not go to that place tomorrow. This suggests that we do 
not prevent him from eating the bread today and are not concerned that he will go to that place 
tomorrow!? A: The Braisa says “if he ate the bread”, and does not say that we would allow him to do so! 

o Q: The Braisa continues and says, “if he went” (“b’dieved”) to that place the next day he is subject to lo 
yacheil. This means that we allowed him to eat the bread the previous day and refutes R’ Yehuda!? A: 
The Braisa means that he may go to the place the next day (since we would not allow him to eat the 
bread). The reason the Braisa says “if he went” was to match the beginning of the Braisa where it says 
“if he ate”. 

HAOMER L’ISHA KONAM SHE’ANI MESHAMSHEICH… 

• Q: He is obligated in the Torah to have tashmish with her, so how can a neder take effect to prohibit that!? A: 
That obligation would prevent him from prohibiting her to have benefit from his tashmish. The Mishna is 
discussing where he says that he may not benefit from tashmish. In that case the neder would take effect (since 
he does not make it assur on her) and would prevent them from having tashmish.  

 
MISHNA 

• If someone says “shevuah that I will not sleep” or “that I will not speak” or “that I will not walk”, he is assur 
under a shevuah.  

• If a person says “korbon I shall not eat from you” or “ha korbon that what I eat from you” or “la korbon I shall 
not eat from you” he is mutar to eat from the other person’s food.  

 
GEMARA 

• The Mishna must follow R’ Meir, because R’ Yehuda says the shevuah is not effective unless he says “like a 
korbon”. 

o Q: The Mishna says that if he says “lakorbon I shall not eat from you” he is mutar to eat from him. 
However, we find in a previous Mishna that R’ Meir says that in such a case he would be assur, and R’ 
Abba explained, it is because we understand it as if he said, “your food should have the status of a 
korbon to me and therefore I shall not eat it”!? A: In the previous Mishna he says “lakorbon” in one 
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word, which can be understood as R’ Abba explained. In this Mishna he says “la korbon” which can only 
be understood as saying “this should not be a korbon”. 

 

---------------------------------------Daf 16---טז--------------------------------------- 
MISHNA 

• If someone says “shevuah I will not eat from you”, or “ha shevuah that I will eat from you” or “no shevuah I shall 
not eat from you”, he is assur to eat the food, because the shevuah is effective.  

 
GEMARA 

• Q: The Mishna seems to say that when someone says “ha shevuah she’ocheil lecha” (the second case) this 
suggests a shevuah that he will not eat from the other person. However, a Mishna discusses the different types 
of shevuos and says there is a shevuah she’ochal and a shevuah shelo ochal. This suggests that the words of “ha 
shevuah she’ocheil lecha” do not mean that he will not eat from the other person!? A: Abaye said, “she’ochal” 
can mean “I will eat” and can mean “I will not eat”, depending on the context in which it was said. A2: R’ Ashi 
said, the Mishna should be read as saying “she’i ochal” (I will not eat), and the Mishna teaches that if he says 
that, we assume he truly meant that, and it was not just improper speech (and he truly wanted to say 
“she’ochal”). 

o Abaye didn’t say like R’ Ashi, because the Mishna does not say the words of “she’i ochal”. R’ Ashi didn’t 
say like Abaye, because if we are to change the meaning of “ochal” based on context, we should also 
have to understand the meaning of “lo ochal” based on context. If so, the Mishna should discuss this as 
well. Rather, it must be that the Tanna means “she’ochal” to be understood in only one way (that he will 
eat). 

 
MISHNA 

• This is a way in which shevuos are more stringent than nedarim, and there is a way in which nedarim are more 
stringent than shevuos: 

o If someone says – konam a succah that I make, or a lulav that I take, or tefillin that I put on – this would 
create a neder but not a shevuah (if a term of shevuah is used he would still be permitted to sit in the 
succha, etc.), because one cannot make a shevuah that makes him transgress a mitzvah. 

 
GEMARA 

• Q: The Gemara feels that the Mishna’s first statement (“this is a way”) refers to the case of the last Mishna, 
where the person made a shevuah that I will not eat from you, and this Mishna is saying that a neder on this 
subject (“korbon I will not eat of yours”) will be effective, but it will be more lenient. However, we have learned 
that such a neder is not effective at all!? A: The first statement of the Mishna is going on the previous Mishna 
when it said “Shevuah that I will not sleep, speak, or walk”, which is an effective shevuah. The corresponding 
neder of this nature is only effective D’Rabanan (as we have learned previously). That is what the Mishna meant 
when it said that the shevuah is more stringent (since it is effective D’Oraisa).  

CHOMER B’NEDARIM MIB’SHEVUOS KEITZAD… 

• R’ Kahana in the name of R’ Gidal in the name of Rav said, the pasuk of “lo yacheil devaro” teaches that one 
may not transgress a shevuah when it is “his own word” being transgressed, but he may do so if the shevuah 
makes him transgress the Word of Hashem. This teaches that one may not swear to transgress a mitzvah.  

o Q: That pasuk also refers to neder, so why is a neder effective when made to transgress a mitzvah? You 
can’t say it is because the pasuk says “yidor neder LaShem…” which we darshen to mean that the lo 
yacheil even applies when it is a neder against the Word of Hashem, because the pasuk also says 
“Lashem, oy hishava shevuah”, which should be darshened in the same way!? A: Abaye said, a neder is 
made on the object (e.g. the benefit of the succah is assur to me) whereas a shevuah is made on the 
person (e.g. I will not benefit from the succah). A mitzvah is an obligation on the person. Therefore, only 
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a shevuah goes directly against the mitzvah (i.e. the Word of Hashem) and therefore cannot be 
effective. 

▪ Q: Rava asked, mitzvos are not given for benefit. Therefore, even a neder that someone will not 
benefit from a succah should not preclude him from sitting in a succah (since he does not sit in it 
for the benefit, but rather for the mitzvah)!? A: Rava therefore said, the neder meant is when he 
says “dwelling in a succah is assur to me with a neder”, and the shevuah is when he says “I make 
a shevuah not to dwell in a succah”. Since the shevuah is on the person, it directly opposes the 
mitzvah and cannot take effect.  

o Q: Another Braisa darshens this concept from a different pasuk!? A: One pasuk makes him (the one who 
made a shevuah not to do a mitzvah and then didn’t keep the shevuah) patur from having to bring a 
korbon for not keeping his shevuah, and one pasuk teaches that he is also not even chayuv for the lav of 
not keeping a shevuah. 

 

---------------------------------------Daf 17---יז--------------------------------------- 
MISHNA 

• There is effect to a neder within the term of another neder, but there is no effect to a shevuah within the terms 
of another shevuah.  

o For example, if someone says “I will be a nazir if I eat this bread, I will be a nazir if I eat this bread” and 
he then eats the bread, he becomes obligated in 2 separate terms of nezirus. On the other hand, if 
someone says “shevuah that I will not eat this bread, shevuah that I will not eat this bread” and he then 
eats the bread, he is only chayuv for one violation of a shevuah. 

 
GEMARA 

• The Ran quotes a piece of Gemara that is not written in our Gemara. He says, the Gemara asks, a person 
becomes a nazir just by saying that he will become a nazir, without the need to tie it to eating the bread, so why 
did the Mishna do so? Also, if it is tied to eating the bread, then for each kezayis that he eats after being warned, 
he would be subject to a separate nezirus, so why the need for him to repeat the phrase twice!? The Gemara 
answers, that since we had to introduce the concept of “not eating the bread” with regard to the shevuah (it has 
to be about something) we mention it regarding the case of nezirus as well, although it is truly unnecessary. Still, 
in the case of the Mishna, he would be subject to 2 periods of nezirus even if he only ate one kezayis of the 
bread based on his repeating the phrase. 

• R’ Huna said, nezirus can only take effect on another nezirus if he first says “I am hereby a nazir today” and then 
says “I am hereby a nazir tomorrow”. In that case, since the second nezirus adds one more day to his nezirus 
(the first nezirus makes him a nazir for 30 days starting today and the 2nd nezirus makes him a nazir for 30 days 
starting tomorrow, thus adding one day, although the Ran says that the full 30 days for the 2nd nezirus will have 
to be kept after completion of the first period of nezirus) it takes effect on top of the first nezirus as well. 
However, if he says “I am hereby a nazir today, I am hereby a nazir today”, the second nezirus will not take 
effect on top of the first nezirus. Shmuel said, even if he says “I am hereby a nazir today, I am hereby a nazir 
today”, the second nezirus will take effect on top of the first nezirus. 

o Q: According to R’ Huna, if the Mishna wants to show that at times one thing takes effect on another (a 
neder) and at times it does not (a shevuah), why didn’t it show that point while sticking to neder itself? 
It could say, sometimes a neder takes effect on another neder (if the second neder adds a day) and 
sometimes it does not (if it adds nothing)!? KASHYEH.  

o Q: Our Mishna compares the case of neder to shevuah and says that neder could take effect on top of 
neder whereas shevuah cannot take effect on top of shevuah. What is the case of neder and shevuah? If 
the case is where he said I am hereby a nazir today and then says I am hereby a nazir tomorrow, since 
the second nezirus period must be observed after the first is over without overlap, the comparable case 
by shevuah would be where he swears not to eat figs and then swears not to eat grapes. Now, in that 
case the second shevuah would take effect on top of the first (because they are on unrelated items)!? 
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Therefore, it must be that the case of neder is where he says I am hereby a nazir today and then says I 
am hereby a nazir today. The comparable case of shevuah would be where he says I swear not to eat figs 
and then says again I swear not to eat figs. The Mishna teaches that the second shevuah won’t take 
effect, but the second neder will! This refutes R’ Huna!? A: R’ Huna will say, the Mishna is referring to 
where he makes a neder by saying I am hereby a nazir today and then says I am hereby a nazir 
tomorrow, and that is the reason the second neder takes effect on top of the first. The comparable case 
of shevuah is where he says I swear not to eat figs and then says I swear not to eat figs and grapes. That 
is comparable to the case of the neder, because in both cases there is overlap (although not in practical 
observing of the neder, but still overlap in effect), and the Mishna teaches that this takes effect by neder 
but not by shevuah.  

▪ Q: We find a statement of Rabbah that suggests that in the case of 2 shevuos that were made 
like the above, that since the second shevuah takes effect with regard to the grapes it also takes 
effect with regard to the figs as well!? A: R’ Huna would not agree with this statement of 
Rabbah. 

o Q: A Braisa says, if someone made 2 nedarim of nezirus, observed the first 30 days of nezirus, separated 
animals for the korbanos for the end of the first period, and was then able to annul his first vow of 
nezirus, the second neder is considered to be fulfilled with the observance of the past 30 days and he 
need not keep nezirus for another 30 days. Now, if this is talking about where he said “I am hereby a 
nazir today” and then said “I am hereby a nazir tomorrow”, how can the Braisa say that the observance 
of 30 days from the first neder fulfills the second neder, since the second neder goes for one day beyond 
the first neder!? Rather, it must be that the person says “I am hereby a nazir today” and then said again 
“I am hereby a nazir today”, and we see that the second neder is effective, which refutes R’ Huna!? A: It 
may be that the Braisa is discussing where he says “I am hereby a nazir today” and then said “I am 
hereby a nazir tomorrow”, and when the Braisa says that the observed days have fulfilled the second 
neder it means except for the one remaining day of the second neder. A2: The Braisa may be discussing 
where the person accepted 2 periods of nezirus simultaneously. In this case even R’ Huna would agree 
that both nedarim take effect.  

 


